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a b s t r a c t
The problem of assigning frequencies to processes so as to avoid interference can in many
instances be modeled as a graph coloring problem on the processor graph where no
two processes that are sufficiently close are assigned the same color. One version of this
problem requires that processes within distance two of each other have different colors.
This is known as the distance-2 coloring problem.
We present a self-stabilizing algorithm for this problem that uses O(log∆) memory
on each node and that stabilizes in O(∆2m) time steps for any scheduler (synchronous or
asynchronous) using at most∆2 + 1 colors, where∆ is the maximum degree in the graph
andm is the number of edges in the graph. The analysis holds true for both the sequential
and distributed adversarial daemon models. This should be compared with the previous
best self-stabilizing algorithm for this problemwhich stabilizes in O(nm)moves under the
sequential adversarial daemon and in O(n3m) time steps for the distributed adversarial
daemon and which uses O(δi log∆) memory on each node i, where n is the number of
nodes in the graph and δi is the degree of node i.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The problem of preventing potential interference when assigning frequencies to processes can be modeled as a graph
coloring problem where nodes that are sufficiently close must have different colors. As frequencies (colors) are a scarce
resource, it is also desirable to use as few colors as possible. A number of different objective functions and models have
been studied for this problem; see [1] for a recent survey. In the current paper we study one such problem, that of assigning
colors to nodes so that any two nodes that are within distance two of each other are assigned different colors. We present
and analyze an efficient self-stabilizing algorithm for this problem.
Self-stabilization offers an elegant fault tolerant approach where, regardless of the initial state, a system will converge
to a desired stable behavior. Because self-stabilizing algorithms are particularly useful for solving problems in distributed
systems, considerable effort has been dedicated to designing self-stabilizing algorithms for graph coloring problems. The
remainder of this section briefly surveys previous work on self-stabilizing coloring algorithms and then shows how the
current paper extends and improves on that body of knowledge.
1.1. Previous work
The coloring problemasks for an assignment of theminimumnumber of colors (typically represented as positive integers)
to nodes such that any two adjacent nodes are assigned different colors. As this problem is known to be NP-hard [9] one
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must typically resort to approximation algorithms or heuristics for solving it. However, if the input is restricted to special
types of graphs the problem can, in some cases, be solved optimally.
In 1993 Ghosh and Karaata [11] presented a self-stabilizing algorithm for coloring planar graphs using at most 6 colors
by transforming the graph into a directed acyclic graph, and assuming that all nodes have unique identifiers. This result was
later improved toworkwith bounded variable values andwithout identifiers byHuang et al. [16] and finallywas generalized
to a wider class of graphs by Goddard et al. [12].
Also in 1993, Sur and Srimani [21] gave an algorithm for exact coloring of bipartite graphs. The algorithm assumes that a
specific node is a root and then colors nodes based on the distance from the root. For this algorithm only finite stabilization
was shown and there was no bound on the number of moves. This work was later extended by Kosowski and Kuszner [17]
who presented a self-stabilizing algorithm that colors bipartite graphs using exactly two colors and using a polynomial
number of moves. Their algorithm also relies on a distinguished root.
Shukla et al. [18] offered randomized self-stabilizing algorithms for coloring of anonymous chains and oriented rings.
In [19] the same authors developed self-stabilizing algorithms for two-coloring several classes of bipartite graphs, namely
complete odd-degree bipartite graphs and tree graphs.
The first self-stabilizing coloring algorithms for general graphs were given by Gradinariu and Tixeuil [14] in 2000. They
presented three different algorithms based on a greedy assignment technique. These algorithms use atmost∆+1 colors and
stabilize in O(n∆)moves, where∆ is the maximum node degree in the graph. It is assumed that each node has knowledge
of ∆. This result was later improved by Hedetniemi et al. [15] who gave two algorithms for coloring arbitrary graphs, also
using∆+ 1 colors. The moves complexity of these algorithms is O(n) and O(m), where the latter algorithm also guarantees
that each node is assigned the smallest available color within its neighborhood (a so called Grundy coloring).
Self-stabilizing algorithms for various coloring problems on trees have also been proposed [5,6]. However most of these
problems fit into the framework of [10,4] and thus can be efficiently solved.
Other types of models and coloring problems have also been studied using the self-stabilizing paradigm. In [2,3] Bernard
et al. studied the problem of coloring an anonymous unidirectional system. This is a system where one can only assume
that out of two neighboring nodes only one can receive information from the other. They show lower bounds for solving
the deterministic problem as well as presenting both deterministic and randomized algorithms. Sun et al. [20] give a self-
stabilizing algorithm that tries to achieve a node coloring where the sum of the node colors is minimum. Tzeng et al. [22]
presents a self-stabilizing ∆ + 4 edge coloring algorithm for planar graphs in anonymous networks, while [7] describes a
self-stabilizing algorithm for edge coloring general graphs.
This paper considers self-stabilizing algorithms for the distance-2 coloring problem. That is, one wants to assign colors
in such a way that each node receives a color different from its neighbors within distance two (i.e., different from all of the
node’s neighbors and its neighbors’ neighbors).
Related work on this problem started with Gradinariu and Johnen [13] who described a self-stabilizing algorithm for the
problem of unique naming. This is essentially the same problem as is studied here in that it asks for an assignment of labels to
nodes such that no two nodes who are distance-2 neighbors have the same label. They present a randomized schemewhere
the expected number of moves by each node is one. However, the scheme requires that every node knows n, the number of
nodes in the network, and it assigns colors in the range [1, 2n2].
Gairing et al. [8] introduced a generalmechanism for allowing a node to obtain information at distance-2 from it. The idea
is based on each node copying the states of its neighbors and thusmaking this information available to its ownneighbors. It is
shown how a distance-2 coloring can be obtained in O(nm)moves or O(n2) rounds under the sequential daemonmodel and
inO(n3m) time steps under the distributed daemonmodel. In these algorithms the color of each node can easily be chosen in
the range [1, |N2(i)|+1]where N2(i) denotes the set of distance-2 neighbors of node i. We note that the algorithm requires
that each node i maintain Θ(δi) variables where δi is the number of neighbors of i and where each variable could hold a
number in the range [1, |N2(i)| + 1].
1.2. This work
In the current paper we present a self-stabilizing algorithm for the distance-2 coloring problem that uses at most∆2+ 1
colors. The algorithm stabilizes inO(∆2m)moves under the sequential daemon and also uses the same number of time steps
for the distributed daemon model. For both the sequential and distributed algorithm it requires O(∆m) rounds to stabilize.
In addition, each node is only required tomaintain a constant number of variables, each of size O(log∆). Thus our algorithm
improves the time step complexity for the distributed adversarial daemon by at least a factor of n and depending on how
∆2 compares with n, the algorithm might also improve the moves complexity for the sequential adversarial daemon. For
instance, for a graph where the degree of each node is at most a constant, our algorithm improves the move complexity by
a factor of n for the sequential adversarial daemon and by a factor of n3 for the distributed adversarial daemon. Moreover,
our algorithm improves the overall memory consumption fromΘ(m log∆) bits down toΘ(n log∆) bits.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2we give a short introduction to the self-stabilizingmodel.
In Section 3 we present and motivate our algorithm. In Section 4 we show that any stable configuration of the algorithm
also gives a valid distance-2 coloring and in Section 5 we analyze the complexity of the algorithm. Finally, we conclude in
Section 6.
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2. Model
A system consists of a set of processes where two adjacent processes can communicate with each other. The
communication relation is typically represented by a graph G = (V , E) where |V | = n and |E| = m. Each process
corresponds to a node in V and two nodes i and j are adjacent if and only if (i, j) ∈ E. We assume that each node has a
unique identifier. In the following we will not distinguish between a node and its identifier.
The set of neighbors of a node i ∈ V is denoted by N(i) and N[i] = N(i) ∪ {i}. Similarly we define N2(i) as the set of
neighbors of node iwithin distance two of i, excluding i itself, and N2[i] = N2(i) ∪ {i}. Let δi = |N(i)| and∆ = maxi∈V δi.
A node maintains a set of local variables which make up the local state of the node. Each variable ranges over a fixed
domain of values. Every node executes the same algorithm, which consists of one or more rules. A rule has the form name:
if guard then command. A guard is a boolean predicate over the variables of both the node and those of its neighbors. A
command is a sequence of statements assigning new values to the variables of the node.
An assignment of a value to every variable of each node from its corresponding domain defines a configuration of the
system. A rule is enabled in some configurations if the guard is true with the current assignment of values to variables. A
node is eligible if it has at least one enabled rule. A computation is a maximal sequence of configurations such that for each
configuration si, the next configuration si+1 is obtained by executing the command of at least one rule that is enabled in si.
(A node that executes such a rule makes a move or a step). A configuration is defined as stable if there are no eligible nodes
in the system.
A daemon is a predicate on executions. We distinguish several kinds of daemons: the sequential daemon makes the
system move from one configuration to the next by executing exactly one enabled rule, while the distributed daemon
achieves this by executing any non-empty subset of enabled rules. Note that a sequential daemon is an instance of the
distributed daemon. Also, a daemon is (weakly) fair if any rule that is continuously enabled is eventually executed, and
adversarial if it may execute any enabled rule at every step. Again, the adversarial daemon is more general than the fair
daemon.
A system is self-stabilizing for a given specification if in finite time it converges to a stable configuration that conforms
to this specification, independent of its initial configuration and without external intervention.
We consider two measures for evaluating complexity of self-stabilizing programs. A step is the minimum unit of time
such that a process can perform any of its moves. For a sequential daemon exactly one process executes one eligible
rule during each step, while for a distributed daemon there can be several processes that each makes one simultaneous
move during a given step. Thus, the step complexity measures the maximum number of steps that are needed to reach a
configuration that conforms to the specification (i.e., a legitimate configuration) for all possible starting configurations. The
round complexity considers that executions are observed in rounds: a round is the smallest sub-sequence of an execution in
which every process that was eligible at the beginning of the round either makes a move or has its guard(s) disabled since
the beginning of the round. Note that both of these types of analysis focus on communication and not on computation, as it
is assumed that a process can perform any type of necessary local computation during one move.
3. The algorithm
In the following we motivate and describe the new algorithm. We begin by comparing the algorithm with previous self-
stabilizing coloring algorithms. In doing so, we examine how coloring conflicts at distance-1 and distance-2 are handled.
For coloring conflicts betweenneighboring nodes any self-stabilizing algorithmmust avoid the possibility of two adjacent
nodes repeatedly changing their colors to the same color in a lockstep fashion. With a sequential daemon handling this
is straightforward [15]. For a distributed daemon one can solve this by using a randomized scheme if the network is
anonymous [14], or if the nodes have unique identifiers by using the relative values of the identifiers to break ties [14].
For coloring conflicts between nodes at distance-2 there are two issues to consider: how to discover a coloring conflict
and how to resolve a coloring conflict. Even for a sequential daemon, resolving a conflict can be difficult, as information does
not propagate immediately between distance-2 neighbors.
Gairing et al. [8] let each node maintain a local copy of the colors of its neighbors. Thus a node i has direct access to the
colors of the nodes inN2[i] and can itself discover any coloring conflicts that it is involved in. A node that wants to change its
color must then obtain permission from all of its distance one neighbors before doing so. This is achieved by using pointers.
In this way no two nodes at distance-2 from each other can change color at the same time.
In the algorithm by Gradinariu and Johnen [13] coloring conflicts are detected by a node i that discovers that it has two
neighborswith the same color (one ‘‘neighbor’’ may in fact be i itself). The node i then sets a flag value equal to the conflicting
color. This signals that any node in N[i] using this color should recolor itself. Nodes that are affected by this then choose a
new color randomly from a predetermined interval.
In our algorithm we combine ideas from both [8,13]. A coloring conflict is detected by any node that is adjacent to the
conflicting nodes. This node will then signal to exactly one of the conflicting nodes i that it should change its color. When i
sees the signal it will put up a flag requesting to change its color. However, i can only recolor itself once all of its neighbors
have acknowledged the flag by themselves pointing to i. In this way no other node in N2[i] can change its color at the
same time as i. To select the appropriate color we use a novel deterministic scheme where i will perform a search through
increasing colors suggested by its neighbors, starting from the highest suggested color, continuing until it finds a valid color.
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Each possible color that i considers must either be accepted or rejected by the neighbors of i. If any neighbor rejects the
suggested color, iwill try the next possible color and repeat this until it finds a color that is accepted by all of its neighbors.
A recoloring can either take place because of a distance-1 or a distance-2 coloring conflict. In addition we also force
recoloring if the color of a node is less than one or if it is higher than a reasonable upper bound on the size of its distance-2
neighborhood. This assures that the final coloring never uses more than∆2 + 1 colors.
The following variables are available on each node i.
– dist1degi, the size of |N[i]|.
– dist2degi, an upper bound on the number of nodes in N2[i]. Every node should get a color in the range [1, dist2degi].
– ci, the color of node i.
– flagi, true if node iwants to change its color, otherwise false.
– pi, a pointer to a node j ∈ N[i], signaling that j should change its color. If no such node exists then pi = null.
– si, the current color of pi.
– ti, a color that pi could change to.
– coloringi, true if node i is in the process of recoloring itself. This requires that pj = i for all j ∈ N[i].
When the value of each of these variables is correct, no valuewill exceed∆2+1. In particular, one canmaintain pi ∈ [0, δi]
when pi ≠ null if each node i employs a local numbering of the nodes in N[i]. Thus each node only needs O(log∆) bits of
storage.
Next, we describe two functions that are used by the algorithm. Here node i is the calling processor and in theNextColor
function j ∈ N[i].
NextColor(i, j) is used by node i for calculating which color node j could have. The function returns both the current
color of j and the smallest legal color ≥ cj, that j can have without causing any coloring conflicts with nodes in N[i] \ {j}.
Note that a color must be a positive non-zero number.
NextColor(i, j):
w← min{a : a ≥ max{1, cj} ∧ (∀k ∈ N[i] \ {j} : a ≠ ck)}
return (cj, w).
CorrectPointer(i) is used for determining the next node in N[i] that should change its color (or at least have it verified).
A node j ∈ N[i] needs to attempt a recoloring if either flagj = true or if ∃k ∈ N[i] \ {j} such that cj = ck. If there are several
candidates the one with the lowest ID is chosen. The function returns a triplet (j, cj, w)where j is the next node in N[i] that
should attempt a recoloring andw is the smallest color≥ cj that does not cause a conflict with nodes in N[i] \ {j}.
CorrectPointer(i):
j ← min{l ∈ N[i] : (flagl = true ∨ ∃k ∈ N[i] \ {l} : (cl = ck))}
if j ≠ null
then return ( j, NextColor(i, j))
return (null, null, null).
Before formally specifying the algorithm, we give the intuition for each of the nine rules.
Distance-1: Set dist1degi to the size of N[i] (i.e., the number of neighbors i has).
Distance-2: Set dist2degi to an upper bound on the size of N2[i]. Note that this rule double counts two nodes in N(i) if they
are themselves neighbors. This is also true for a node j ∈ N2(i) \ N(i) if j is adjacent to at least two nodes in N(i).
Reset: Set coloringi to false if it is incorrectly true. It could be that either coloringiwas incorrectly true in an initial configuration
or that i has to abandon an attempt to recolor itself. This is detected if some node j ∈ N[i] does not point to i (i.e., pj ≠ i) or
if flagi ≠ true.
NotifyNeighbor: Set pi to point to the lowest numbered node j ∈ N[i] that either wants to recolor itself (i.e., flagj = true)
or needs to recolor itself because it has a color that conflicts with some node in N[i]. Also, set ti to a suggested new color for
pi and set si ← cj to indicate that the values have been set in response to the current value of cj. Note that once a node j has
started to recolor itself, as indicated by coloringj = true, no node i that is pointing to j can change its pointer-value. That is,
pi must continue to point to j as long as j is recoloring itself.
RespondToColor: If the node pi ∈ N(i) is recoloring itself and has changed its color, acknowledge the color change in si and
if the color si conflicts with a color in N[i], use ti to suggest the next higher possible color for pi to use. Recall that if the node
pi is recoloring itself (indicated by coloringpi = true) then the node pi will, after going through initial dummy colors−1 and
0, iterate through possible colors. For each such color, node i must acknowledge the color change (by setting si to the new
color) and signal if it accepts the new color (by setting ti ← cpi ) or if pi should change to a higher color (ti > cpi ).
NeedNewColor: If i needs to recolor, set flagi ← true, signaling a request to recolor. If a node j ∈ N[i] is pointing to i
(i.e., pj = i) while both acknowledging the current color of i (sj = ci) and requesting that i change its color (tj > ci), then
node imust perform a recoloring. Node i signals to its neighbors that it wants to do so by setting flagi ← true. Alternatively,
if i has dist2degi < ci or ci ≤ 0 then it should also set flagi ← true to indicate that it needs to change its color. Note that the
only place that i can later set flagi ← false is in the DoneRecoloring rule.
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StartRecoloring: If every node in N[i] agrees that i is the next to recolor, i begins the recoloring process by setting
coloringi ← true and setting ci to an initial dummy color −1. It also sets (si, ti) = NextColor(i, i) so that ti gives the first
unused color in N(i). A node can only start to recolor itself when flagi = true and each node j ∈ N[i] is pointing to it (pj = i),
while at the same time acknowledging the current color of i (by having sj = ci). The node i then sets coloringi ← true, locking
all other nodes in N[i] from changing their p-values until i has completed the recoloring.
ChangeColor: If all neighbors have acknowledged the current color ci and at least one neighbor knows of a conflict with ci
or if ci ≤ 0, then change i’s color. Note that after the initial dummy color of −1 is set in StartRecoloring, node i will set
ci to a new dummy color of 0 before starting the actual recoloring. Whenever node i has proposed a new color it must wait
for this to be acknowledged by all nodes j ∈ N[i] (sj = ci). The node i will itself acknowledge its new color immediately by
executing (si, ti) =NextColor(i, i). If at least one j ∈ N[i] indicates that the current color cannot be used (by setting tj > ci)
then imust try the next possible color (i.e., the maximum color over all tj values).
DoneRecoloring: If ci > 0, all neighbors have acknowledged the current color ci, and no neighbor knows of a conflict with
ci, then set flagi ← false and coloringi ← false, indicating that i has completed its recoloring process. Note that in this case
there is no distance-2 conflict with ci. Note also that this is the only routine that sets flagi to false.
The rules are executed in the given order, meaning that a rule is never executed unless all the previous rules cannot be
executed.
The Distance-2 Coloring Algorithm
Distance-1:
if dist1degi ≠ |N[i]|
then dist1degi ← |N[i]|
Distance-2:
if dist2degi ≠ (j∈N(i) dist1degj)− dist1degi + 2
then dist2degi ← (j∈N(i) dist1degj)− dist1degi + 2
Reset:
if (coloringi = true) and ((∃j ∈ N[i] : pj ≠ i) or flagi = false)
then coloringi ← false
NotifyNeighbor:
if (pi = null or coloringpi = false) and ((pi, si, ti) ≠ CorrectPointer(i))
then (pi, si, ti)← CorrectPointer(i)
RespondToColor:
if (pi ≠ null) and (coloringpi = true) and ((si, ti) ≠ NextColor(i, pi))
then (si, ti)← NextColor(i, pi)
NeedNewColor:
if (flagi = false) and ((∃j ∈ N[i] : (pj = i ∧ sj = ci ∧ tj > ci)) or
(1 ≤ dist2degi < ci) or (ci ≤ 0))
then flagi ← true
StartRecoloring:
if (flagi = true) and (∀j ∈ N[i] : (pj = i ∧ sj = ci)) and (coloringi = false)
then coloringi ← true
ci ←−1
(si, ti)← NextColor(i, i)
ChangeColor:
if (coloringi = true) and (∀j ∈ N[i] : (pj = i ∧ sj = ci)) and (∃j ∈ N[i] : tj > ci)
then if (ci = −1)
then ci ← 0
else ci ← max{tj : j ∈ N[i]}
(si, ti)← NextColor(i, i)
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DoneRecoloring:
if (coloringi = true) and (ci > 0) and (∀j ∈ N[i] : (pj = i ∧ sj = ci ∧ tj = ci))
then coloringi ← false
flagi ← false
Fig. 1 shows a possible execution of the distance-2 coloring algorithm. The initial graph consists of four nodes i, j, k, and l
where i > k andwith colors as shown in Fig. 1a.We assume that theDistance-1,Distance-2, and Reset rules have stabilized
before our example starts. Since ci = ck node j will first execute a NotifyNeighbormove and set pj ← k (indicated by the
black arrow), sj ← 2, and tj ← 3. This will force node k to execute a NeedNewColor move and set flagk ← true. This
will again be followed by nodes k and l executing NotifyNeighbormoves giving the configuration shown in Fig. 1b. At this
point all nodes in N[k] are pointing to k, each with an s-value equal to ck. Since tj > ck it follows that k now can execute a
StartRecoloringmove, setting coloringk ← true and ck ←−1. From this point no node in N[k] can change its p-value until
coloringk = false.
All nodes in N(k) are now ready to respond to the current value of ck through RespondToColormoves. In doing so each
node in N(k) will set its t-value > ck since ck = −1. This will give the configuration in Fig. 1c. Now k will first execute a
ChangeColor move setting ck and sk to 0. This will be acknowledged by j and l who will each execute a RespondToColor
move setting sj ← 0 and sl ← 0 while not changing tj or tl. Following this, node k will execute a ChangeColor move
increasing the value of ck to 3 andwhen this has been acknowledged by each node inN(k) (Fig. 1d), node kwill again change
its color, this time to 4 and its neighbors will again acknowledge (Fig. 1e). At this point there are no conflicts between ck
and the nodes in N2(k). This is indicated by the fact that all t-values in N[k] are equal to ck. Thus node k can execute a
DoneRecoloringmove which will again be followed by each node in N[k] executing a NotifyNeighbormove to set their p,
s, and t values to null, finally giving the coloring shown in Fig. 1f.
(a) Initial colors. (b) Before k StartRecoloring.
(c) After j, l RespondToColor. (d) After k ChangeColor and j, l RespondToColor.
(e) After next k ChangeColor and j, l RespondToColor. (f) After k DoneRecoloring acknowledged through j, l NotifyNeighbor.
Fig. 1. A possible execution of the distance-2 coloring algorithm.
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4. Correctness
In this section we show that when the distance-2 coloring algorithm is stable the ci values define a legal distance-2
coloring in which no node has a color that is smaller than one or larger than δi∆ + 1 ≤ ∆2 + 1. We start by showing that
each node has an effective bound on the size of N2[i].
Lemma 1. In any stable configuration every node i has dist2degi ≤ δi∆+ 1.
Proof. Note first that in a stable configuration it follows from the Distance-1 rule that every node must have dist1degi =
δi + 1 ≤ ∆+ 1. The Distance-2 rule then implies that dist2degi = (Σj∈N(i)dist1degj)− dist1degi + 2 = (Σj∈N(i)(δj + 1))−
δi + 1 ≤ δi∆+ 1. 
Since, for any node i, we have that |N2[i]| ≤ δi∆ + 1, it follows that it is possible to achieve a legal distance-2 coloring
where i has a color in the range [1, δi∆ + 1]. To see this, it is sufficient to note that there must be at least one color in the
range [1, |N2[i]|] not used by the nodes in N2(i). This color can always be assigned to node i.
Next, we show that when the algorithm is stable no node is actively trying to change color.
Lemma 2. In any stable configuration, coloringi = false for every node i.
Proof. If there exists a node i with coloringi = true in a stable configuration, then every node j ∈ N[i] must have pj = i,
otherwise i could execute a Reset move. Also, since no j is eligible for a RespondToColor move it must be that (sj, tj) =
NextColor(j, pj). From the construction of NextColor it then follows that sj = i and that tj ≥ ci. Now if every j ∈ N[i]
has tj = ci then i is eligible to execute a DoneRecoloring move and if there exists at least one j ∈ N[i] with tj > ci then
i is eligible to execute a ChangeColor move. This contradicts the fact that the configuration is stable and it follows that
coloringi = false in a stable configuration.
Lemma 3. In any stable configuration the following statements are true for every node i: (i) flagi = false, (ii) for every pair of
distinct nodes j, k ∈ N[i], cj ≠ ck, and (iii) 1 ≤ ci ≤ dist2degi.
Proof. Assume a stable configuration and let S be the set of nodes i ∈ V for which at least one of the following holds: (a)
flagi = true, (b) there exists a node j ∈ N2(i) such that cj = ci, or (c) ci < 1 or ci > dist2degi. Then since (a), (b), and (c) are
negations of (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively, it is clear that S ≠ ∅ if and only if some node does not satisfy the lemma. We will
show that the existence of a node i ∈ S contradicts the stability of the configuration.
Note first that any node i for which flagi = false and where either ci < 1 or ci > dist2degi is eligible for a NeedNewColor
move. Thus, in a stable configuration we can assume that any node i that satisfies (c) also has flagi = true and thus satisfies
(a). Consequently, we will focus on (a) and (b). Further, note that by Lemma 2, coloringi = false for all i ∈ S.
Now let i be the node in S with the smallest ID. We claim that flagi = true. To see this, assume that it is not. Then it must
be that (b) holds, and hence there exists a j ∈ N2(i) such that ci = cj. Since i and j are within distance two of each other,
there is a node k with i, j ∈ N[k]1. Furthermore, since i has the lowest ID of all nodes in S and all nodes with conflicting
colors are in S, it must be that CorrectPointer(k) returns (i, ci, tk) where tk > ci. Moreover, the fact that the configuration
is stable means that (pk, sk, tk) = (i, ci, tk), for otherwise k could make a NotifyNeighbormove. Finally, flagi must be true
since the stable configuration implies that i cannot make a NeedNewColormove.
With the knowledge that flagi = true it is easy to see that since no neighbor j ∈ N[i] can make a NotifyNeighbormove
and i has the smallest ID in S, every neighbor j ∈ N[i]must have (pj, sj, tj) = (i, ci, tj) = CorrectPointer( j), for some value
tj. But this together with the fact that coloringi = false means that i can make a StartRecoloring move, contradicting the
fact that the configuration is stable. 
We can now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 1. In a stable configuration the c values define a legal distance-2 coloring where every node i satisfies 1 ≤ ci ≤ δi∆+1.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 3. 
5. Step complexity
In this section we derive and prove a bound on the number of moves needed for the distance-2 coloring algorithm to
stabilize, given an arbitrary initial configuration. The analysis assumes a distributed adversarial daemon. This means that in
each time step a non-empty subset of eligible nodes makes one move each.
Table 1 is a summary of upper bounds on the total number of moves of each type (i.e., each rule) before stabilization. The
last column in the table references the result that proves the number of moves.
The first three rows in the table concern initialization and are easily proved with the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4. There can be at most 2(m+ n) Distance-1 or Distance-2 moves.
1 Note that k does not satisfy (ii) in the statement of the lemma.
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Table 1
Summary of step complexity.
Move # Steps (Upper Bound) Complexity Proof
Distance-1 n = O(m) Lemma 4
Distance-2 n+ 2m = O(m) Lemma 4
Reset (flag = false) n = O(m) Lemma 5
Reset (flag = true) n+ 2m∆ = O(∆m) Lemma 8
NotifyNeighbor 5n+ 8m = O(m) Lemma 11
RespondToColor m(4∆2 + 14)+ n = O(∆2m) Lemma 13
NeedNewColor n = O(m) Lemma 10
StartRecoloring 2(n+m∆) = O(∆m) Lemma 9
ChangeColor 5n+ 4m∆ = O(∆m) Lemma 12
DoneRecoloring 2n = O(m) Corollary 1
Proof. Each node can atmostmake oneDistance-1move. After thismove a node canmake one initialDistance-2move and
then only after each node in j ∈ N(i) changes its dist1degj value. Thus a node i can at most make a total of δi+ 2 Distance-1
and Distance-2 moves. Since

i∈V (δi + 2) = 2n+ 2m we get that the total number of Distance-1 and Distance-2 moves
is bounded by 2(m+ n). 
Lemma 5. There can be at most n Resetmoves that start with flagi = false.
Proof. Note first that theReset rule is only executedwhen coloringi = true. Each node i canmake one initialResetmovewith
coloringi = true and flagi = false. Any subsequent Resetmove must follow a StartRecoloringmove and come before any
DoneRecoloringmove, since this is the only occasion when coloringi = true. However, StartRecoloring is only executed
when flagi = true and the only move that can set flagi ← false is DoneRecoloring, which also sets coloringi ← false. Thus
no subsequent Resetmove can be triggered with flagi = false. 
Before investigating the step complexity of the remaining rules, we examine how each move can or cannot cause a
transition between different states of a node i. The states we are interested in depend on the possible values of coloringi
and flagi. Fig. 2 shows the state transition diagram. In the figure, state A represents an initial incorrect configuration. State B
represents a configuration where a node does not need to recolor itself, while state C represents a configuration where a
node has signaled that it needs to recolor itself but has not yet started to do so. Finally, in state D1 a node has just executed
a StartRecoloringmove and in state D2 the node is in the process of executing ChangeColormoves.
Note that four rules are not shown in the figure since they do not impact the analysis: Distance-1, Distance-2,
RespondToColor, and NotifyNeighbor.
In what follows we will categorize sequences of moves that begin in states C , D1, or D2 as being one of three different
types of recoloring sequences. Then, by bounding the number of possible recoloring sequences of each type, we will be able
to count the number of possible moves that are shown in Fig. 2.
A complete recoloring sequence by node i consists of a sequence of moves beginning with StartRecoloring (the transition
from state C to state D1) and ending with DoneRecoloring (the transition from state D2 to state B). Note that i can abort
an initiated recoloring sequence by executing a Reset move and transitioning from state D1 back to state C . This can only
happen if some j ∈ N(i) executes a NotifyNeighbor move, setting pj ≠ i, during the same step that i executes the initial
StartRecoloringmove.We call this an aborted recoloring sequence. An aborted recoloring sequencewill leave iwith ci = −1
and still with flagi = true.
It is also possible that a node i is in state D1 or D2 in the initial configuration. If i is in state D1 and executes a Resetmove
then we still label this as an aborted recoloring sequence, but if i leaves state D2 by a DoneRecoloring move then we call
this an incomplete recoloring sequence (denoted by β).
Fig. 2. States of the distance-2 coloring algorithm with respect to coloring and flag values. Transitions are based on moves made by node i.
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A complete recoloring sequence α is correct if i has been assigned a color r , where 1 ≤ r ≤ δi∆ + 1, and r is not used
by any node in N2(i) at the time that α completes. The first move of any α is StartRecoloring which sets ci to its initial
value of −1. This is later changed to 0 in the first ChangeColormove by i and to a value greater than 0 during the second
ChangeColor move by i. Thus α must contain at least two ChangeColor moves. Note that it is not possible for i to exit α
through a DoneRecoloringmove before ci > 0 because if i does not abort, then for every j ∈ N[i], pj = i will remain true
as long as coloringi = true.
We now show that any complete recoloring sequence α executed by a node i is correct. To do this we first consider what
happens after the first ChangeColormove by i in α.
Lemma 6. Let α be a complete recoloring sequence executed by a node i. Then just before the second ChangeColormove by i in
α the following are true: (i) dist2degi is correct and (ii) each node j ∈ N[i] has pj = i, sj = 0, and tj = the smallest unused color
larger than zero in N[j].
Proof. Note first that dist1degi must be correct before i can make the first move in α. Prior to the first ChangeColormove
by i we must have coloringi = true and every j ∈ N[i] has pj = i. Thus starting with the time step in which imakes its first
ChangeColor move, j cannot set pj ≠ i using a NotifyNeighbor move and this continues to be the case until after i sets
coloringi ← false in the DoneRecoloringmove that terminates α. Since pj = i it also follows that in this time span no node
in N2(i) can change its color through a ChangeColormove.
Before i can execute its second ChangeColor move every j ∈ N(i) must execute a RespondToColor move which will
change the value of sj from −1 to 0. This is done using the NextColor function which will also set tj to the smallest color
greater than 0 not used by any node in N[j] \ {i}, thus proving Claim (ii).
Since every node j ∈ N(i)must make a move between the first and the second ChangeColormoves it also follows that
dist1degj must be correct prior to the second ChangeColor move by i. Hence, if dist2degi is incorrect before the second
ChangeColormove, then imust executeDistance-2 before the second ChangeColormove. Thus, dist2degi must be correct
before the second ChangeColormove. This proves Claim (i) and the result follows. 
Note from the proof of Lemma 6 that a node i first goes through two ‘‘dummy’’ colors (−1 and 0) in a complete recoloring
sequence. This assures thatwhen the actual coloring starts, every j ∈ N[i] has set tj to the lowest available color that i can use
without causing a conflict. This would not be the case if we had used only one ‘‘dummy’’ color or if ci had been set directly
to 1 in StartRecoloring. It is now fairly straightforward to show that any complete recoloring sequence is correct.
Lemma 7. Any complete recoloring sequence α executed by a node i is correct.
Proof. As was pointed out in the proof of Lemma 6, since pj = i for every j ∈ N(i) following the first ChangeColormove in
α, no node in N2(i) can change its color until after the end of α.
From Lemma 6 it follows that when i executes its second ChangeColormove in α, each tj is equal to the smallest unused
color greater than 0 in N[j] \ {i}. Thus when ci is set to max{tj : j ∈ N[i]} it follows that for every color r where 1 ≤ r < ci
there is at least one node k ∈ N2(i) such that ck = r .
Following this or any subsequent ChangeColormove by i inα, each node j ∈ N(i)must execute aRespondToColormove
before i can execute its next ChangeColor or the final DoneRecoloringmove. Each such RespondToColormove will again
set tj to the smallest color ≥ ci, that is not used by any node in N[j] \ {i}. Thus each time ci is increased by a ChangeColor
move it will remain true that for every color r where 1 ≤ r < ci there is at least one node k ∈ N2(i) such that ck = r .
Since at most |N2(i)| colors are used by the nodes in N2(i) it follows that ci cannot increase beyond |N2(i)|+1 ≤ δi∆+1
and the result follows. 
We can now bound the number of complete recoloring sequences a node can make.
Theorem 2. Each node will perform at most one complete recoloring sequence.
Proof. From Lemma 7 it follows that any complete recoloring sequence by a node iwill result in ci being unique relative to
the colors used by the nodes in N2(i). The only possibility for i to perform a new recoloring sequence then is if some node in
N2(i) is later assigned the same color as i. As has already been discussed, an aborted recoloring sequence by a node k ∈ N2(i)
will result in k executing a Resetmove setting ck ←−1. Thus this will not cause a coloring conflict with any node.
It is also possible for a node k to execute an incomplete recoloring sequenceβ .Wenow show that anyChangeColormove
by k in β cannot lead to a conflict with a node i ∈ N2(k) that has received its color through a complete recoloring sequence.
For k to change its color wemust have pj = k for each j ∈ N[k]. This could either be true in the initial configuration or follow
a NotifyNeighbor move by j. If it is true initially then no node in N[j] can have executed any ChangeColor move and the
resulting color that k ends upwith will not be in conflict with any node inN[j] that has received its color through a complete
recoloring sequence. If pj = k follows aNotifyNeighbormove by j then both the current value of tj and also any subsequent
values will reflect all colors in N[j], thus preventing k from choosing any already used color in N[j] \ {k}. Therefore, if a node
i ∈ N[j] has performed a complete recoloring sequence then ck ≠ ci when k executes its DoneRecoloringmove in β . 
Now thatwe have shown that each node can execute atmost one complete recoloring sequencewe can count the number
of different moves each node can make.
Since each DoneRecoloringmove terminates a recoloring sequence we can easily bound the number of these moves.
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Corollary 1. There can be at most 2n DoneRecoloringmoves.
Proof. This followsdirectly fromTheorem2 since eachDoneRecoloring except possibly the first one, terminates a complete
recoloring sequence. 
Next, we proceed to bound the number of aborted recoloring sequences.
Lemma 8. There can be at most n+ 2m∆ Resetmoves that start with flag = true.
Proof. The Reset rule can be executed only when coloringi = true. Thus we assume that this is the case. Such a move
by node i must either be made because of initial values or follow directly after node i has executed a StartRecoloring
move and before it has executed any ChangeColor move. In the latter case the move is triggered by a node j ∈ N(i) that
executes a NotifyNeighbormove during the same time step that imakes the StartRecoloringmove and sets pj ← k ≠ i
where k ∈ N[j]. For j to do this it must be that k < i and that k has flagk = true. The node j will not return pj to i until
flagk = false, which can only happen after a DoneRecoloringmove by k. From the proof of Theorem 2, we know that kwill
execute at most two such moves (one initial following an incomplete recoloring sequence and one subsequent following
a complete coloring sequence). Thus i can execute at most 2|N2(i)| such Reset moves in addition to an initial Reset move.
Since for any pair of nodes i and k either i < k or i > k, it follows that either i can cause a Reset move in k or k can






i∈V 1 ≤ n+

i∈V (δi∆) = n+ 2m∆. 
At this point we have a bound on both the number of complete as well as aborted recoloring sequences a node canmake.
Since each StartRecoloringmove must initiate such a recoloring sequence, we can now bound these.
Lemma 9. There can be at most 2(n+m∆) StartRecoloringmoves.
Proof. Since a StartRecoloring move on node i sets coloringi ← true, it follows that it must alternate with either a
DoneRecoloring move or a Reset move with coloringi = true and flagi = true. From Lemma 8 we know that the number
of such Reset moves is no more than n + 2m∆. Any StartRecoloring move not terminated by a Reset move is part of a
complete recoloring sequence. It follows from Theorem 2 that there are at most n such StartRecoloringmoves thus giving
the desired result. 
We now proceed to bound the number of NeedNewColormoves as these follow the non-aborted recoloring sequences
closely.
Lemma 10. There can be at most n NeedNewColormoves.
Proof. A NeedNewColormove is the only move that can set flagi ← true on a node iwhile a DoneRecoloringmove is the
only move that can set flagi ← false. Thus these moves must alternate. A node i can make at most two DoneRecoloring
moves, one terminating an incomplete recoloring sequenceβ and one terminating a complete recoloring sequenceα (in that
order). Since flagi = false in a stable configuration (Lemma 3) there cannot be any NeedNewColormoves after a complete
recoloring sequence. Thus there can be one NeedNewColormove prior to α as StartRecoloring requires that flagi = true.
Note that there cannot be any NeedNewColor move prior to an incomplete recoloring sequence β as β requires that i
has both coloringi = true and flagi = true in the initial configuration. 
Lemma 11. There can be at most 5n+ 8m NotifyNeighbormoves.
Proof. Each node i can make a NotifyNeighbormove initially if one or more of the values pi, si, or ti is incorrect. Note that
any subsequentNotifyNeighbormovemust change the value of pi. This is because si and ti are only dependent on the value
of cpi and if this value changes without pi changing then coloringpi = true, which prohibits any NotifyNeighbormove by i.
We will consider each subsequent NotifyNeighbor move depending on the relative sizes of the the value of pi before
and after the move. In particular, we consider a NotifyNeighbormove where the value of pi changes from j to k and count
how many times a node in N[i] can be the smaller of j and k. Here we interpret null as being larger than any node.
First, we consider a NotifyNeighbor move where the value of pi changes from j to k where j ≠ null and where either
j < k or k = null. This can only happen if flagj = false, otherwise pi would remain unchanged or be set to point to a node
numbered lower than j. It is not possible to set pi ← j again before flagj = true. Thus, keeping j fixed, the value of flagj
must change from false to true by a NeedNewColor move between any pair of NotifyNeighbor moves of this type where
the value of pi changes from j to some larger value k or to null. From the proof of Lemma 10 it follows that each node can at
most make one NeedNewColormove. Thus i can at most make two NotifyNeighbormoves of this type for each j ∈ N[i].
The other possibility is that a NotifyNeighbormove changes the value of pi from j to kwhere k ≠ null and where either
j > k or j = null. For this to happen we must have flagk = true. To again get pi > k or pi = nullwe must have flagk = false,
otherwise pi would not change to a value higher than k or to null. Thus, keeping k fixed, it follows that two moves of this
type that result in pi = kmust be separated by the value of flagk changing first from true to false through a DoneRecoloring
move and then from false to true through a NeedNewColormove. Since k can execute this transition at most once it follows
that i can at most execute two NotifyNeighbormoves of this type for each k ∈ N[i].
Summing up, the total number of NotifyNeighbor moves is bounded above by n +i∈V 4|N[i]| = 5n + 4i∈V δi =
5n+ 8m. 
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Lemma 12. There can be at most 5n+ 4m∆ ChangeColormoves.
Proof. A ChangeColor move on a node i is either performed initially prior to the first DoneRecoloring move as part of
an incomplete recoloring sequence β or is a part of a complete recoloring sequence α. In a complete recoloring sequence
α, the color of i starts at −1 and is set to 0 in the first ChangeColor move. Following the second ChangeColor move in α
we have ci > 0 and there will be at most |N2(i)| subsequent ChangeColor moves before i reaches its final color. For an
incomplete recoloring sequence β the initial value of ci could be any number. If the initial ci ≥ −1 then β will contain no
more ChangeColormoves than α, but if ci < −1 then there might be one additional ChangeColormove to set ci ← −1.
Note that if the first ChangeColormove sets ci to any other value than−1 then the second ChangeColormove will set ci
to a positive number giving no more moves than in α.
Thus the total number of ChangeColormoves is bounded above by

i∈V (2|N2(i)| + 5) ≤ 5n+ 4m∆. 
We can now bound the RespondToColormoves which are the most frequent moves.
Lemma 13. There can be at most m(4∆2 + 14)+ n RespondToColormoves.
Proof. Given that pi ≠ i then a node i can execute a RespondToColormove when the node that pi is pointing to changes its
color. The move sets si ← cpi and ti to the next available color≥ cpi not used by any node in N[i] \ {pi}. It is conceivable that
i could make a RespondToColormove to change the value of ti even though cpi has not changed. But this would require that
some node in N[i] \ {pi} had changed its color, something which is not possible, since a ChangeColor or a StartRecoloring
move by a node j requires that each node k ∈ N[j] has pk = j.
Each node can make one initial RespondToColor move based on the initial configuration. Following this, all
RespondToColor moves are triggered by some node i making either a StartRecoloring move or a ChangeColor move.
When this happens each node in N(i)must acknowledge the change in ci through a RespondToColormove.
From the proof of Lemma 12 it follows that a node i canmake atmost 2|N2(i)|+5 ChangeColormoves. From Theorem 2,
node i can also make one StartRecoloringmove that is terminated by a DoneRecoloringmove (i.e., a complete recoloring
sequence). Any other StartRecoloringmove by imust be terminated by aResetmove andmust appear before any complete
recoloring sequence. Each such StartRecoloringmove will set ci ←−1. Thus it is only the first suchmove that can change
the value of ci and thus trigger RespondToColormoves from the nodes in N(i).
Summing up, we get that there are at most 2|N2(i)| + 7 moves by i that can trigger the nodes in N(i) to execute
RespondToColor moves. Thus the nodes in N(i) can at most perform δi(2|N2(i)| + 7) ≤ δi(2∆2 + 7) RespondToColor
moves. Summing over all nodes i ∈ V we arrive at the following bound on the number of RespondToColormoves that are






= m(4∆2 + 14).
By including an initial RespondToColormove for each nodewe get the boundm(4∆2+14)+n and the result follows. 
Now that we have given bounds for each type of move we can bound the total number of moves the algorithm makes
before stabilizing.
Theorem 3. The distance-2 coloring algorithm stabilizes after O(∆2m) time steps.
Proof. The result follows directly from Lemmas 4, 5 and 8–13 and Corollary 1. See Table 1 for a summary. 
The main difference between a distributed and sequential adversarial daemon is that with the sequential one, a node
will never abort a recoloring sequence once it has started on it, thus reducing the number of Reset and StartRecoloring
moves. However, the bound on the asymptotic number of moves will be the same for both daemons. In both cases one
cannot guarantee that each node has been assigned the lowest available color in a stable solution, as there might be nodes
that do not change color during the execution of the algorithm.
The round complexity analysis (for a sequential or distributed daemon) is not significantly different than the one
presented here and gives a bound of O(∆m) rounds. Although we omit the details it is not hard to see that when a node
i has executed a ChangeColormove, all nodes in N(i) can respond to this in one round. Thus the O(∆2m) RespondToColor
moves, which are the most frequent moves, are performed in at most O(∆m) rounds. To see that this is also a lower bound
it is sufficient to consider a complete graph where every node starts with the same initial color.
6. Concluding remarks
We have presented a self-stabilizing algorithm that establishes a valid distance-2 coloring of an arbitrary network using
no more than ∆2 + 1 colors, where ∆ is the maximum degree in the network. The new algorithm uses only 8 variables in
each node, each requiring O(log∆) bits, and stabilizes in O(∆2m)moves (or O(∆m) rounds) under both the sequential and
distributed adversarial daemon model.
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Wenote that the distance-2 coloring algorithm can easily bemodified to solve various other restricted coloring problems.
For instance, colors could be selected from a finite list of available colors (a so-called list coloring) or it could be required that
|ci − cj| > awhen i and j are distance-2 neighbors, where a is some positive constant.
However, the distance-2 coloring algorithm cannot in its current form produce a Grundy coloring (i.e., where each node
i has the lowest available color in N2(i)) as it cannot detect available free colors that are smaller than the current (correct)
color. One solution to this could be to let each node set flagi = truewith some small probability. Another solution would be
to let the nodes take turns performing recoloring steps in an infinite sequence. This would be equivalent to always having
flagi = true and would result in a non-silent algorithm.
We also note that although we require that every node has a unique identifier, it is not hard to show that it suffices that
each identifier is unique within distance-2 for the algorithm to run correctly.
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